
Hostname Cookie Name BUT

www.leslipfrancais.fr __zlcid This cookie is used by the Zendesk Chat. It provides an unique identifier which helps us remember the past conversations you have had with our chat.

www.leslipfrancais.fr localization These cookies are set on pages with the Flickr widget.

leslipfrancais.fr __tld__ From Segment Analytics.js library; this cookie helps to figure out a top-level domain for a user.__tld__

www.leslipfrancais.fr locale_bar_accepted N/A

www.leslipfrancais.fr PrestaShop-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxThis cookie is owned by PrestaShop, an open source e-commerce solution. It helps to provide themes using a web template system.

leslipfrancais.fr PrestaShop-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxThis cookie is owned by PrestaShop, an open source e-commerce solution. It helps to provide themes using a web template system.

leslipfrancais.fr _pin_unauth This cookie is assocate with pinterest.  It is used to track the usage of services.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comlocalization These cookies are set on pages with the Flickr widget.

leslipfrancais.fr __zlcmid Store visitor's machine-id for the Chat widget's authentication

leslipfrancais.fr __cf_bm A cookie necessary to support Cloudflare Bot Management, currently in private beta. As part of our bot management service, this cookie helps manage incoming traffic that matches criteria associated with bots.
This is a CloudFoundry cookie

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comkeep_alive This is a Shopify cookie used in connection with buyer localization to process buying requests.
leslipfrancais.fr _cmp_a Used by Shopify for managing customer privacy settings.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comwpm-domain-test This cookie is related to Shopify Store to test the storage of parameters about products added to the cart or payment currency on store.onetrust.com.
leslipfrancais.fr __zlcid Live chat widget sets the cookies to store the Zopim Live Chat ID used to identify a device across visits.

leslipfrancais.fr AWSALB AWS ELB application load balancer

leslipfrancais.fr AWSALBCORS This cookie is managed by AWS and is used for load balancing.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com__zlcid Live chat widget sets the cookies to store the Zopim Live Chat ID used to identify a device across visits.

cdn.cookielaw.org _cmp_a This is a Shopify cookie used in connection with buyer localization to process buying requests.
le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com_ALGOLIA identifies users for your Search Analytics and Personalization

leslipfrancais.fr PHPSESSID PHP session cookie associated with embedded content from this domain.

leslipfrancais.fr CONSENT This cookie carries out information about how the end user uses the website and any advertising that the end user may have seen before visiting the said website.

leslipfrancais.fr __zlcstore [Local Storage] Store visitor's account settings locally
www.leslipfrancais.fr wpm-domain-test This cookie is related to Shopify Store to test the storage of parameters about products added to the cart or payment currency on store.onetrust.com.
le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com_ALGOLIA identifies users for your Search Analytics and Personalization

leslipfrancais.fr keep_alive This is a Shopify cookie used in connection with buyer localization to process buying requests.
leslipfrancais.fr wpm-domain-test This cookie is related to Shopify Store to test the storage of parameters about products added to the cart or payment currency on store.onetrust.com.
leslipfrancais.fr glbe-country-promt Cookie used to display the country prompt to the user

leslipfrancais.fr axeptio_authorized_vendors contains the list of cookies accepted by the visitor

leslipfrancais.fr axeptio_cookies contains all the information about the visitor's consent, such as the date, his unique anonymous identifier, and whether he has already consented or not



le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comaxeptio_all_vendors contains a list of all cookies declared in your Axeptio widget

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com_shopify_sa_t This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite concerning marketing and referrals.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com_landing_page This cookie is used to track, report, and analyze on landing pages.

leslipfrancais.fr _ga This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  By default it is set to expire after 2 years, although this is customisable by website owners.

leslipfrancais.fr _shopify_s This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite.

.le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com_s This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite.

leslipfrancais.fr ABTastyDomainTest Checks that ABTasty is operating on the expected domain

www.leslipfrancais.fr _gclxxxx Google conversion tracking cookie

www.leslipfrancais.fr _shopify_sa_t This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite concerning marketing and referrals.

.le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com__zlcid Live chat widget sets the cookies to store the Zopim Live Chat ID used to identify a device across visits.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com_shopify_y This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite.

leslipfrancais.fr zte2095 This cookie is generally set to enhance the performance and functionality of the website. However, it is nonessential to its use.

www.leslipfrancais.fr _clsk Used by Microsoft Clarity to connect multiple page views by a user into a single Clarity session recording.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comABTastySession Contains landing page URL. Also used to determine if new session : duration : session

pro.leslipfrancais.fr _clsk Used by Microsoft Clarity to connect multiple page views by a user into a single Clarity session recording.

www.leslipfrancais.fr _shopify_sa_p This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite concerning marketing and referrals.

leslipfrancais.fr _shopify_y This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com_shopify_s This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite.

google.com ABTasty

www.facebook.com _y This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite.

linkedin.com _uetvid This is a cookie utilised by Microsoft Bing Ads and is a tracking cookie. It allows us to engage with a user that has previously visited our website.

bing.com _s This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite.

doubleclick.net _ga This cookie name is associated with Google Universal Analytics - which is a significant update to Google's more commonly used analytics service. This cookie is used to distinguish unique users by assigning a randomly generated number as a client identifier. It is included in each page request in a site and used to calculate visitor, session and campaign data for the sites analytics reports.  By default it is set to expire after 2 years, although this is customisable by website owners.



youtube.com _y This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite.

pinterest.com _shopify_sa_p This cookie is associated with Shopify's analytics suite concerning marketing and referrals.

c.bing.com _landing_page This cookie is used to track, report, and analyze on landing pages.

youtube.com _shopify_d Shopify analytics.
linkedin.com SM This is a Microsoft MSN 1st party cookie which we use to measure the use of the website for internal analytics.        

bing.com _ga_xxxxxxxxxx This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to calculate visitor, session, campaign data and keep track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookies store information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to identify unique visitors
youtube.com GLBE_SESS_ID Used by GlobalE to track the Session ID
le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comCLID Identifies the first-time Clarity saw this user on any site using Clarity
linkedin.com _clck Persists the Clarity User ID and preferences, unique to that site is attributed to the same user ID.
linkedin.com MR This is a Microsoft MSN 1st party cookie which we use to measure the use of the website for internal analytics.

youtube.com GLBE_SESS_ID Used by GlobalE to track the Session ID
doubleclick.net GlobalE_Consent Required for GlobalE cookie consent control
leslipfrancais.fr _ga_xxxxxxxxxx This cookie is installed by Google Analytics. The cookie is used to calculate visitor, session, campaign data and keep track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookies store information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to identify unique visitors
linkedin.com GlobalE_Consent Required for GlobalE cookie consent control
google.com OptanonConsent This cookie is set by the cookie compliance solution from OneTrust. It stores information about the categories of cookies the site uses and whether visitors have given or withdrawn consent for the use of each category. This enables site owners to prevent cookies in each category from being set in the users browser, when consent is not given. The cookie has a normal lifespan of one year, so that returning visitors to the site will have their preferences remembered. It contains no information that can identify the site visitor.

leslipfrancais.fr OptanonConsent This cookie is set by the cookie compliance solution from OneTrust. It stores information about the categories of cookies the site uses and whether visitors have given or withdrawn consent for the use of each category. This enables site owners to prevent cookies in each category from being set in the users browser, when consent is not given. The cookie has a normal lifespan of one year, so that returning visitors to the site will have their preferences remembered. It contains no information that can identify the site visitor.

www.leslipfrancais.fr _secure_session_id This cookie is generally provided by Shopify and is used in connection with navigation through a storefront.

c.bing.com G_ENABLED_IDPS This cookie is used to securely log in to the website with a Google account. 

www.linkedin.com OptanonAlertBoxClosed This cookie is set by websites using certain versions of the cookie law compliance solution from OneTrust.  It is set after visitors have seen a cookie information notice and in some cases only when they actively close the notice down.  It enables the website not to show the message more than once to a user.  The cookie has a one year lifespan and contains no personal information.

linkedin.com cookietest Common cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session cookie, its most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.Common cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session cookie, its most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.

leslipfrancais.fr OptanonAlertBoxClosed This cookie is set by websites using certain versions of the cookie law compliance solution from OneTrust.  It is set after visitors have seen a cookie information notice and in some cases only when they actively close the notice down.  It enables the website not to show the message more than once to a user.  The cookie has a one year lifespan and contains no personal information.

ct.pinterest.com cookietest Common cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session cookie, its most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.Common cookie name could have a number of different origins.  Where this is first party and a session cookie, its most likely to do with checking to see if the browser is set to block or allow cookies.

global-e.com secure_customer_sig This cookie is generally provided by Shopify and is used in connection with a customer login.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comG_ENABLED_IDPS This cookie is used to securely log in to the website with a Google account. 

leslipfrancais.fr secure_customer_sig This cookie is generally provided by Shopify and is used in connection with a customer login.

pro.leslipfrancais.fr _orig_referrer This cookie is generally provided by Shopify and is used in connection with a shopping part.

leslipfrancais.fr _orig_referrer This cookie is generally provided by Shopify and is used in connection with a shopping part.

api.widget.botmind.io _tracking_consent Used to store a user's preferences if a merchant has set up privacy rules in the visitor's region.



widget-mediator.zopim.com cart_currency Set after a checkout is completed to ensure that new carts are in the same currency as the last checkout.
clarity.ms cart_currency Used to store a user's preferences if a merchant has set up privacy rules in the visitor's region.

c.clarity.ms CONSENT This cookie carries out information about how the end user uses the website and any advertising that the end user may have seen before visiting the said website.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.com Collects data on the interests of users via widgets such as the 'Like' button found on many websites. This is used to serve targeted advertising to its users when logged into its services. In 2014 it also started serving up behaviourally targeted advertising on other websites, similar to most dedicated online marketing companies Duration : session

widget-mediator.zopim.com bcookie This is a Microsoft MSN 1st party cookie for sharing the content of the website via social media.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comMSPTC This domain is owned by Microsoft - This cookie stores data about the visitor. The information is used to optimize the relevance of the ads.
www.leslipfrancais.fr test_cookie This cookie is set by DoubleClick (which is owned by Google) to determine if the website visitor's browser supports cookies.

www.clarity.ms CONSENT This cookie carries out information about how the end user uses the website and any advertising that the end user may have seen before visiting the said website.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comar_debug This domain is owned by Pinterest. This cookie stores and tracks conversions
leslipfrancais.fr SRM_B This is a Microsoft MSN 1st party cookie that ensures the proper functioning of this website.

widget.botmind.ai VISITOR_PRIVACY_METADATA YouTube cookie. Stores the cookie permission for the current domain by the user
c.clarity.ms AnalyticsSyncHistory This cookie is used to store information about the time a sync took place with the lms_analytics cookie
le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comMUID This cookie is widely used my Microsoft as a unique user identifier.  It can be set by embedded microsoft scripts.  Widely believed to sync across many different Microsoft domains, allowing user tracking.

www.leslipfrancais.fr YSC Used by YouTube to remember user input and associate a user’s actions
www.leslipfrancais.fr __kla_id This cookie can track and identify site visitors through an auto-generated ID. This cookie can temporarily hold personally identifiable information. Once a visitor is identified, the cookie can pass their data into Klaviyo
leslipfrancais.fr li_gc Used to store consent of guests regarding the use of cookies for non-essential purposes
leslipfrancais.fr UserMatchHistory This cookie is used to track visitors so that more relevant ads can be presented based on the visitor's preferences.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comVISITOR_INFO1_LIVE This cookie is set by Youtube to keep track of user preferences for Youtube videos embedded in sites;it can also determine whether the website visitor is using the new or old version of the Youtube interface.

pro.leslipfrancais.fr IDE Used by Google DoubleClick to register and report the website user's actions after viewing or clicking one of the advertiser's ads with the purpose of measuring the efficacy of an ad and to present targeted ads to the user

tiktok.com _fbp Used by Facebook to deliver a series of advertisement products such as real time bidding from third party advertisers

digital-metric.net lidc This is a Microsoft MSN 1st party cookie that ensures the proper functioning of this website.

www.leslipfrancais.fr NID Used by Google to provide ad delivery or retargeting, store user preferences

youtube-nocookie.com _uetsid This cookie is used by Bing to determine what ads should be shown that may be relevant to the end user perusing the site. 

leslipfrancais.fr __kla_id This cookie can track and identify site visitors through an auto-generated ID. This cookie can temporarily hold personally identifiable information. Once a visitor is identified, the cookie can pass their data into Klaviyo
www.leslipfrancais.fr MR This is a Microsoft MSN 1st party cookie which we use to measure the use of the website for internal analytics.

leslipfrancais.fr bscookie Used by the social networking service, LinkedIn, for tracking the use of embedded services.

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comli_sugr Used to make a probabilistic match of a user's identity outside the Designated Countries
c.clarity.ms _pinterest_ct_ua a third party cookie which groups actions for users who cannot be identified by Pinterest
pro.leslipfrancais.fr MUID This cookie is widely used my Microsoft as a unique user identifier.  It can be set by embedded microsoft scripts.  Widely believed to sync across many different Microsoft domains, allowing user tracking.

www.leslipfrancais.fr _ttp To measure and improve the performance of your advertising campaigns and to personalize the user's experience (including ads) on TikTok
www.leslipfrancais.fr _tt_enable_cookie We use TikTok to market ourselves using the TikTok cookie that collects data about behaviour and purchases on our website and to measure the effect of our advertising. This tracking is used to evaluate and measure how different campaigns and marketing strategies perform on TikTok. Used to identify a visitor
www.leslipfrancais.fr _ttp To measure and improve the performance of your advertising campaigns and to personalize the user's experience (including ads) on TikTok
le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comANONCHK This cookie carries out information about how the end user uses the website and any advertising that the end user may have seen before visiting the said website.



pro.leslipfrancais.fr consent_key

leslipfrancais.fr display

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comconsent_key

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comflagship_visitorid

www.leslipfrancais.fr display

le-slip-francais-prod.myshopify.comflagship_visitorid



TYPE DUREE

Functional Cookies 0 Days

Functional Cookies 365 Days

Functional Cookies 0 Days

Functional Cookies 0 Days

Functional Cookies 19 Days

Functional Cookies 19 Days

Functional Cookies 364 Days

Functional Cookies 365 Days

Functional Cookies 364 Days

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 6 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 6 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 179 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 729 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 179 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 364 Days Unknown

Functional Cookies 364 Days Unknown



Functional Cookies 364 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 13 Days

Performance Cookies 729 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 89 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 364 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 364 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 395 Days

Performance Cookies 364 Days

Performance Cookies 389 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 729 Days



Performance Cookies 364 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days

Performance Cookies 13 Days

Performance Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 729 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 729 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 364 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 364 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 6 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 729 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 729 Days Unknown

Performance Cookies 0 Days Unknown

Strictly Necessary Cookies 365 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 365 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 29 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 364 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 364 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 365 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 0 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 365 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 13 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 13 Days

Strictly Necessary Cookies 364 Days Unknown



Strictly Necessary Cookies 13 Days Unknown

Strictly Necessary Cookies 13 Days Unknown

Targeting Cookies 729 Days

Targeting Cookies 0 Days

Targeting Cookies 364 Days

Targeting Cookies 389 Days

Targeting Cookies 0 Days

Targeting Cookies 729 Days

Targeting Cookies 364 Days

Targeting Cookies 389 Days

Targeting Cookies 179 Days

Targeting Cookies 29 Days

Targeting Cookies 389 Days

Targeting Cookies 0 Days

Targeting Cookies 729 Days

Targeting Cookies 179 Days

Targeting Cookies 29 Days

Targeting Cookies 179 Days

Targeting Cookies 389 Days

Targeting Cookies 89 Days

Targeting Cookies 0 Days

Targeting Cookies 182 Days

Targeting Cookies 0 Days

Targeting Cookies 729 Days

Targeting Cookies 6 Days

Targeting Cookies 364 Days

Targeting Cookies 89 Days

Targeting Cookies 364 Days Unknown

Targeting Cookies 389 Days Unknown

Targeting Cookies 389 Days Unknown

Targeting Cookies 389 Days Unknown

Targeting Cookies 389 Days Unknown

Targeting Cookies 0 Days Unknown



Unknown 364 Days Unknown

Unknown 0 Days Unknown

Unknown 364 Days Unknown

Unknown 0 Days Unknown

Unknown 0 Days Unknown

Unknown 0 Days Unknown


